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SpecTilt WB: Beacon Lakes - Miami, FL

SpecFlow:

Contractor: Conlan Company
Potter Stewart Court House - Cincinnati, OH
185,000 sq ft!
Contractor - Berglund
Company
SpecTilt Construction
WB was selected for the
Beacon Lakes project by Conlan
Company.
Since
it
was
founded
in
More than 1,500 Bags Used 1987, The Conlan Company

has grown from a small commercial contractor headquartered in
Atlanta, Georgia to a major regional contracting firm with offices in
SPECFLOW is a cement based, non-shrinking,
self-leveling
Atlanta, George
and Jacksonville, Florida.

floor underlayment designed for interior use. This single
component product produces a smoothSpecTilt
subfloor
acceptchemically active water based tilt-up
WBthat
is awill
premium,
floor coverings in as little as 12-18 hours
after
cure
andinstallation.
bondbreaker specially engineered to provide a clean,
lift of concrete
Just mix SPECFLOW with water, pour easy
or pump,
and it willtilt-up
seekpanels. As a result, tilt-up panel faces
clean
and tight. SpecTIlt WB is widely used all over the United
its own level to produce a smooth, flat, are
hard
surface.
States, Canada, Mexico, Latin America, Central America and
Australia. SpecTilt WB contains no diesel, kerosene, waxes or
silicones. May contribute to LEED credits.

Potter Stewart Courthouse houses the U.S.
sixth circuit court of appeals.

SpecChem provides the most comprehensive concrete chemical
systems in the industry. For more information call your local
Superior
SpecChem
service
SpecChem sales
professional.
866.791.8700
or and product
www.specchemllc.com
performance allowed Berglund Construction

Company to maintain an ambitious completion
timetable without sacrificing quality. SpecFlow’s
self-leveling performance, ample work time and
ability to be applied up to
2” kept Berglund
on
SpecRez
SpecTilt
WB
Water Based
Dissipating
Reactive
Water-Based
schedule and within budget.

Resin Curing Compound
Bondbreaker
• Ensures proper curing,
• Panels lift easier
resulting in stronger, more wear
• Clean panels, no resin stains
resistant concrete
• Leaves no residue, stain or
• Water Base, VOC Compliant
discoloration
(VOC less than 100g/l)
SpecFlow Performance:• Resists foot traffic abrasion
• Meets ASTM C 309
• VOC Compliant < 350 g/l

Exceptional adhesion and ability to withstand building
dynamics
Follow us
facebook.com/specchemllc
twitter.com/specchemllc

Superior durability in a tough construction environment
Excellent flow ability and finish to reduce labor cost

Made in America

Contact your SpecChem professional for more information.
1619 Walnut Street | Kansas City, MO 64108 | P. 866.791.8700 F. 816.561.4029 | www.specchemllc.com
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